Fixed panel with concealed structural column

Luna Park
The Esplanade
Palais Theatre

Grass covered mound allows visitors to be at eye level with the moving turbines of the artwork

Seating set amongst trees allows for contemplation

Trees move with the wind and animate space

Optional Pedestrian Bridge
St Kilda Beach
Foreshore
Jacka Boulevard

Ground level access

Operable turbine is safely elevated from the ground plane to avoid injury

Operable turbine is set out in a circular array in three distinct levels. The top two tiers feature turbines with stainless steel rotors for wind energy generation. At ground level, fixed panels are oriented to allow physical and visual access between the interior and surrounding environment.

Context Section

Rotor Plan
Scale 1:200

Key
01 Timber Decking
02 Gravel Path
03 Lounge / Seating Area with mature trees
04 Raised Hill with mature trees
05 Jacka Boulevard Path
06 Bypass Path
07 Plant (underground)